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2800 royalty-free superb
pattern bitmaps for PSP
and Xara X and Photo-
Paint and other
applications Use for
backgrounds, textures,
for text, bump maps,
fashion designs, fills,
and more Seamless tiles
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Royalty-free, use in any
commercial projects or
hobby / otherwise as
required RGB colorful
patterns of mixed
designs and resolutions
Patterns Collection 3
includes abstract pattern
bitmaps + basic patterns
bitmaps + circular
pattern bitmaps +
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colorful pattern bitmaps
+ complex pattern
bitmaps + curly patterns
+ distorted and warped
bitmaps + dot pattern
bitmaps + flower pattern
bitmaps + geometric
bitmaps + grainy
bitmaps + hex glows
bitmaps + painted
bitmaps + raw bitmaps +
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shine/glow bitmaps +
soft focus pattern
bitmaps + stringy pattern
bitmaps + tiled pattern
bitmaps and many more
Patterns - Fills / tiles /
gallery Use the patterns
as fills and tiles in
various applications.
Please consult with your
application
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documentation and notes
for use with fills /
materials palettes / paint
buckets. Applications
include Xara X, Photo-
Paint  and others
Patterns and Brush
textures Use the patterns
in brush textures and
more. Adds additional
texture to any brush
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strokes. Patterns and
Bump Maps Use the
patterns as environment
maps and bump maps in
various plugins (in the
KPT series or in 3D
applications as well as
DTP applications
Patterns and Text Use
the patterns as exciting
hi-impact text fills
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Patterns Collection 3
Contents: 2800 royalty-
free superb pattern
bitmaps for PSP and
Xara X and Photo-Paint
and other applications
Use for backgrounds,
textures, for text, bump
maps, fashion designs,
fills, and more Seamless
tiles Royalty-free, use in
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any commercial projects
or hobby / otherwise as
required RGB colorful
patterns of mixed
designs and resolutions
Patterns Collection 3
includes abstract pattern
bitmaps + basic patterns
bitmaps + circular
pattern bitmaps +
colorful pattern bitmaps
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+ complex pattern
bitmaps + curly patterns
+ distorted and warped
bitmaps + dot pattern
bitmaps + flower pattern
bitmaps + geometric
bitmaps + grainy
bitmaps + hex glows
bitmaps + painted
bitmaps + raw bitmaps +
shine/glow bitmaps +
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soft focus pattern
bitmaps + stringy pattern
bitmaps + tiled pattern
bitmaps and many more
Patterns - Fills / tiles /
gallery Use the patterns
as fills and tiles in
various applications.
Please
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- Generate a dynamic,
floating, repeating
background for a PSD. -
Create multiple tiles and
layers. - Unify multiple
layers in a single tile for
a cleaner look. - Create
tiles and layers in
various sizes and
resolutions. - Provide all
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the patterns as
1024×1024 and
1024×384 PNG images.
- Use the patterns as
texture / fills and tiles. -
Generate multiple tile
sets as 8×8, 8×16,
16×16, 32×32, 32×32,
64×64, and 64×64 - Use
the patterns for the
background (as a
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texture) or for any other
purpose. - Generate
additional background
colors or text as an
overlay - Use the
patterns as bump /
lighting maps or
environment maps /
flatting - Easy to use /
highly compatible with
Adobe Photoshop -
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Generate multiple
background images - No
copyright restrictions -
Generate patterns and
other images in many
different resolutions -
Apply all or some of the
patterns to layers -
Generate patterns for
horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal layouts - Load
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and export templates -
Fully supported Core
Features - A unique
utility that generates
dynamic backgrounds
for a PSD. It is capable
of generating a large
number of patterns that
can be used in a variety
of different projects. -
Each patterns includes
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two images. A
1024×1024 PNG file and
a 512×512 PNG file. All
other images are also
1024×1024 PNG files. -
The patterns are
randomly generated for
each run, providing
many patterns. - Very
effective for photo-
realistic and high
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quality, stylish looking
graphics, banners, or
other large-scale
graphics. - Not only can
the patterns be used as
background images, but
also for texture maps,
bump / lighting maps,
and other purposes. -
The patterns can be
applied to layers, which
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in turn can be used in the
PSD. - Use the patterns
for a background,
texture, pattern for text,
as a fill for paint
buckets, or as a bump
map. - High resolution
for seamless,
professional looking
patterns - There are over
300 beautiful and
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stunning patterns to use
as a background or as a
texture. - A highly
effective tool for
preparing PSD files. -
Generate patterns in a
variety of resolutions -
Generate patterns for
horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal layouts -
Generate patterns for a
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wide variety of
applications - Generate
patterns for multiple
different applications -
Generate multiple
background layers
77a5ca646e
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Collection of patterns
extracted from the book
"CSS Patterns". This is a
subset of the book.
@author: David
Paradiso, David
Lebovitz @version: $Id$
*/ $(document).ready(fu
nction() { $('#libraries')
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.addClass('tabs') .tabs(); 
$('#basic').addClass('tabs-
panel'); $('#selectors').ad
dClass('tabs-panel'); $('#
shapes').addClass('tabs-
panel'); $('#repetitions').
addClass('tabs-panel'); $(
'#images').addClass('tabs-
panel'); $('#colour').add
Class('tabs-panel'); $('#tr
im').addClass('tabs-
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panel'); $('#movable').ad
dClass('tabs-panel'); $('#
delivery').addClass('tabs-
panel'); // set initial state
$('#basic')
.find('ul.links')
.click(function() {
$('.tabs') .find('ul.links')
.removeClass('selected');
$(this) .find('ul.links')
.addClass('selected'); });
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$('#basic')
.find('ul.links')
.click(function() { $('.tab
s').children('ul.links')
.removeClass('selected');
$(this)
.addClass('selected'); });
$('#selectors')
.find('ul.links')
.click(function() {

What's New in the Patterns Collection 3?
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2800 royalty-free superb
pattern bitmaps for PSP
and Xara X and Photo-
Paint and other
applications Use for
backgrounds, textures,
for text, bump maps,
fashion designs, fills,
and more Seamless tiles
Royalty-free, use in any
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commercial projects or
hobby / otherwise as
required RGB colorful
patterns of mixed
designs and resolutions
Patterns Collection
Includes Abstract pattern
bitmaps + Basic patterns
bitmaps + Circular
pattern bitmaps +
Colorful pattern bitmaps
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+ Complex pattern
bitmaps + Curly patterns
+ Distorted and warped
bitmaps + Dot pattern
bitmaps + Flower pattern
bitmaps + Geometric
bitmaps + Grained
bitmaps + Grayscale
bitmaps + Hex glows
bitmaps + Painted
bitmaps + Raw bitmaps
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+ Shine/glow bitmaps +
Soft focus pattern
bitmaps + Stringy
pattern bitmaps + Tiled
pattern bitmaps and
many more Patterns -
Fills / tiles / gallery Use
the patterns as fills and
tiles in various
applications. Please
consult with your
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application
documentation and notes
for use with fills /
materials palettes / paint
buckets. Applications
include Xara X, Photo-
Paint  and others
Patterns Collection 3
includes: 2700 royalty-
free superb pattern
bitmaps for PSP and
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Xara X and Photo-Paint
and other applications
Use for backgrounds,
textures, for text, bump
maps, fashion designs,
fills, and more Seamless
tiles Royalty-free, use in
any commercial projects
or hobby / otherwise as
required RGB colorful
patterns of mixed
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designs and resolutions
Patterns Collection
Includes Abstract pattern
bitmaps + Basic patterns
bitmaps + Circular
pattern bitmaps +
Colorful pattern bitmaps
+ Complex pattern
bitmaps + Curly patterns
+ Distorted and warped
bitmaps + Dot pattern
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bitmaps + Flower pattern
bitmaps + Geometric
bitmaps + Grained
bitmaps + Grayscale
bitmaps + Hex glows
bitmaps + Painted
bitmaps + Raw bitmaps
+ Shine/glow bitmaps +
Soft focus pattern
bitmaps + Stringy
pattern bitmaps + Tiled
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pattern bitmaps and
many more Patterns -
Fills / tiles / gallery Use
the patterns as fills and
tiles in various
applications. Please
consult with your
application
documentation and notes
for use with fills /
materials palettes / paint
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buckets. Applications
include Xara X, Photo-
Paint  and others
Patterns Collection 3
Description: 2700
royalty-free superb
pattern bitmaps for PSP
and Xara X and Photo-
Paint and other
applications Use for
backgrounds, textures,
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for text, bump maps,
fashion designs, fills,
and more Seamless tiles
Royalty-free, use in any
commercial projects or
hobby / otherwise as
required RGB colorful
patterns of mixed
designs and resolutions
Patterns Collection
Includes Abstract pattern
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bitmaps + Basic patterns
bitmaps + Circular
pattern bitmaps +
Colorful pattern bit
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System Requirements For Patterns Collection 3:

For Windows 10: For
Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and
10: Minimum: Dual-
Core 1.5 GHz 4 GB
RAM 5 GB HD space
DirectX 11 or higher
Notes: To install the
original game, launch
the game exe and run the
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game as administrator.
This version is aimed for
Japanese users only. If
you want the English
version, you can
purchase the full version
from the official website.
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